When your compassion doesn't include yourself;
it is incomplete ~Buddha

Foundation Course in
Compassionate Communication
(NVC)
Did you know you can start breaking patterns of
thinking that lead to arguments, anger and
depression? You can develop relationships based
on respect, cooperation and trust.
Learn to speak up authentically without being
intimidated or defensive.
You can disagree respectfully and have a
conversation that connects and remains respectful.
Avoid having the same conversations, the same
arguments which leads to frustration- get on the
same page more quickly.
Be understood and understand others.
Start developing clear boundaries.
Foster trust and willing cooperation.
Navigating conflict is an important skill. When
things get out of hand, we’re left with stress, anxiety and guilt –
and the feeling of always being ‘on guard’.
With that often comes sleepless nights, lost
confidence, misunerstandings, headaches, poor performance
and unhealthy coping mechanisms. Glyn has been using and
sharing this simple, learnable and powerfully lifechanging communication model for over 15 years in business
& with family or friends.
With a blend of NVC, meditation and mindfulness techniques,
she has uplifted her own mindset, adressed the awkward stuff
with her teens and partner and empowered clients to
overcome hurdles in business relationships and
communication dilemmas. Glyn also works with couples,
separating parents & couples , raising teenagers and
managing divorce. Glyn looks forward to welcoming you into
the course.

NVC Foundation Course
Live Online
Sat 22nd & Sun 23rd August
9am-5pm
Amount: $400
Early Bird - please register by
13/8 -$385

To book please email:
glyn@keystoneskills.com.au or
phone Glyn on 0406 930 699
Any questions please ask
anytime

Your support has been foundational for big
shifts in my relationships Glyn, particularly
with myself.
Jenny- Business owner,Partner Mum to 5

These dynamic communication techniques
transform potential conflicts into peaceful
dialogues. Tony Robbins

